
KEY FEATURES

 Made in Australia

 Substantially improves... 
- Fuel efficiency 
- Truck stability 
- Driver safety 
- Drive-train wear’n’tear

 Modern moulded design 
- Three roof device heights  
- Proven tough on-road 
- Truck specific mounting

 Improves visual aesthetics 
- Increased brand exposure

 Colour matched gelcoat finish

 Won’t cause cab damage

 Easily painted (if required)

 Easily installed

FUELSCOOP FULL AERODYNAMIC KIT 
4 UD TRUCKS
STYLE & EFFICIENCY

After the initial success of the Original Fuelscoop, a larger roof device linked with 
truck cab side extenders has become increasingly popular, especially for higher 
mileage articulated trucks. As fuel prices have increased, this more comprehensive 
aerodynamic option has become increasingly popular for medium and large rigid 
trucks.

Fuelscoop was further developed with improved aerodynamic styling and a 
moulded mounting base that picked up on factory roof mount points. A new full 
aerodynamic kit was the obvious next step. To achieve the level of quality now 
offered by Aeroz-Products, it became apparent that a universal model was no 
longer possible, so now most Fuelscoop Full Aerodynamic Kits are brand specific. 

Savings of twelve to sixteen percent are normal, with many client experiences 
having exceeded twenty five percent. As well as the reduction in fuel consumption, 
greater safety through improved truck stability is achieved, along with noticeable 
performance improvement.

Fuelscoop Full Aerodynamic Kits are manufactured using a computer colour 
matched gelcoat to match the factory white truck colour. Where necessary, cab 
side extenders incorporate access doors, air flow vents etc.

Designed to work. Made to last.



TECHNICAL INFORMATION

FUELSCOOP FULL AERODYNAMIC KIT 
4 UD TRUCKS

1. Fuelscoop Full Aero Kits are brand 
and model specific, matching 
perfectly with the cab design. The 
roof device has a moulded base 
mounting system that picks up on 
UD factory installed mount points, 
ensuring a no-risk installation. The 
lower cab extenders are interference 
fit and the upper extenders join roof 
device to cab extenders.

2. Fuelscoop Full Aero-Kits, in addition 
to their overall visual and performance 
appeal, are without excessive weight. 
The total weight of under sixty 
kilograms is achieved by means of 
design. This proven design means that 
the need for heavy steel brackets is 
eliminated. The load is spread over the 
total mounting surface and is trouble 
free.

3. A frontal view of Fuelscoop exposes 
a ‘cut’ that redirects the airflow 
outwards causing a ‘streaming’ 
effect. With the Full Aero-Kit this 
intensified airflow stream passes over 
the extenders to a final ‘kick’ at their 
rear edge, assisting the flow onto 
the truck body, improving the truck’s 
safety, increasing performance and 
reducing fuel consumption.
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